Continental Marino Plus
Refined dreaming

BEDS

Continental Marino Plus

Continental Marino Plus gives you the sleep you have been longing for.
This high quality upholstered bed is designed to offer a great pressure
optimization and adapts perfectly to your desired sleeping position. It is
constructed from a solid hardwood and is built to ensure long-lasting
stability. Make a real statement and select the finishes from our finest
hand-selected fabrics which make this the bed of your dreams.

Top mattress is an essential
part of the bed
Our quality top mattress range is perfect
to fulfill all your different needs and
preferences - for those, who are looking
for a perfect firmness and adjustability
and for those, who prefer breathability
and hygienic qualities. Most of the covers
are easily removed and washable.
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Cold foam
Pocket springs
Cold foam
Cold foam
Pocket springs
Solid wood frame

Colour and appearance
Design your own bed and choose
upholstery from the wide range of fabrics
that has over 200 different options of
colors and textures. Imagination is your
only limit.
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Quality craftsmanship
Mattress firmness:
Soft / Medium /
Hard / Extra Hard

5-zone pocket
spring system

The 5-zone pocket spring system,
manufactured by Bellus, provides perfect
support for the whole body. The mattress
is divided into 5 different zones to give the
support that you need.

375 springs/m²

All steel springs are individually packed
and made of hardened high-quality steel.
This, together with preloaded pocket
springs, will give you maximum comfort.

Bellus uses only the best materials
and top-notch craftsmanship. Our bed
frames are handmade from the highquality solid wood and we also make our
own prime class pocket springs.

Legs and plinths
Complete your bed with a perfect set
of legs or plinths. You can choose from
a vast selection of color, style and size
options to create a wonderful bed that
complements your bedroom.

www.bellus.com

